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ABSTRACT 

To control (he roIl, pitch motion and speed of the snip, a proposed system of 

spoilers is moun.ted al the bonom of the ship. The bow spoilers consist of an even 

number of sections arranged port and starboard forward of the center of mass of me ship. 

The stem spoilers consist of an even number of sections arranged pon and starboard 

attached to the ship ' s transom or transom plate. Injecting exhaust gas stabilizes cavities 

behind spoilers. The forces and moments acting on the ship's bonom depend on its 

inclination, spoiler extensions and positions of the spoi lers relative to the ship's cenler of 

mass. 

To improve the understanding of the parameters affecting the flow field around 

such spoile r, we computed the fl ow field wilh different spoiler position, alld inclination 

angle with air flow injection. We used a three-dimensional Navier-Stokes code (CFDRe, 

2000) to model the two-phase (low field around a shi p spoiler with the Free Su rface 

simulation In Piecewise Linear Interface Construction (PUC) method. The governing 

equations are discretized on a structured grid using an upwind difference scheme. For 

different conditions, we detemline the bubbles shape, the two-dimensional flowfield 

around the spoiler body and the pressure variation on the wake of the spoiler body. 

Higher spoiler inclination angle gives higher pressure difference between front and back 

of the spoi ler. Spoi ler with Iflject ion at a distance L from ship spoiler gives higher 

pressure difference between fronl and back of the spoiler than Ifljection. j ust beside the 

spoiler In spoiler with 45" inclination angle the cavity has high stability with long bubble 

foot shape. The bubble shape depends on the spoiler position and inclination. These 

parameters affect th e roll, pitch and speed of the ship_ 
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NOMENCLA 11fRI: 
d. the loca l cell "dimension" (or length- scale) 
F liquid volume fraction 
L spoiler angle 
P fluid static pressure 
p, IOlal pressure 
At physical lime step 

m 
N/m~ 

N/m2 

second 


























